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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Ray Gallucci jI' y
1 o. EricWeinstein; SunilWeerakkody ;4 Li-

4/21/04 4:13PM
Re: Manual Action Rule making
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o>>> Ray Gallucci 04/21/04 03:22PM ,>>
See attached. If you want additional material, such as response to public comments or technical basis, let
me know.

PO- a-,
P-"O

.>> Sunil Weerakkody 04/21/04 11:36AM >>>
Eric:

r FJtr-

One of my staff will send you draft criteria that we have developed on manual action rule making. Can
you take a look at them from an NSIR's perspective?

Sunil

J.>, Eric Weinstein 04/19/04 10:08AM >>>
I discussed with you and will concur with the changes communicated. '

eric

»>>> Sunil Weerakkody 04/19/04 09:47AM»> > >
Eric:

We revised a couple of answers. Please look at Pages 3, 8, and 9. They refer to 10 CFR 73. Please let
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me or Eva know whether these revisions change your previous concureence. Thanks.

Sunil Weerakkody
Chief, Fire Protection

I

CC: Daniel Dorman; Richard Dudley
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From: Sunil Weerakkody
To: Weinstein, Eric I (l
Date: 4121/04 5:01PM
Subject: Re: Manual Action Rule making -_

Thanks Eric. If we need additional inputs, we would work through Cathey Haney. j .-/'-

Sunil
A

I Y, S

>>> Ray Gallucci 04/21/04 03:22PM >>>
See attached. If you want additional material, such as response to public comments or technical basis, let
me know.

:>> Sunil Weerakkody 04/21/04 11:36AM >>>
Eric:

One of my staff will send you draft criteria that we have developed on manual action rule making. Can
you take a look at them from an NSIR's perspective?

Sunil

>>> Eric Weinstein 04/19/04 10:08AM >>>
I discussed with you and will concur with the changes communicated.

eric

Ir1n. 0,."-� e-

I---

>>> Sunil Weerakkody 04/19/04 09:47AM >>>
Eric:

We revised a couple of answers. Please look at Pages 3, 8, and 9. They refer to 10 CFR 73. Please let
me or Eva know whether these revisions change your previous concureence. Thanks.

Sunil Weerakkody
Chief, Fire Protection

CC: Gallucci, Ray; Haney, Catherine
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Catherine Haney 0 P
Eric Weinstein; Ray Gallucci; Sunil Weerakkody
4/21/04 4:55PM
Re: Manual Action Rule making jf-lf ,-, 1-�

k�.
Eric,
There are direct NSIR implications. I've been trying for several days to engage NSIR management.
Suggest someone give me a call to discuss.

r_>>> Ray Gallucci 04/21/04 03:22PM ,>> t -
See attached. If you want additional material, such as response to public comments or technical basis, let
me know.

'.'> Sunil Weerakkody 04/21/04 11:36AM>>> F%-
Eric:

One of my staff will send you draft criteria that we have developed on manual action rule making. Can
you take a look at them from an NSIR's perspective?

Sunil

>>> Eric Weinstein 04/19/04 10:08AM >>> ; ' V
I discussed with you and will concur with the changes communicated. r L.

eric

>>> Sunil Weerakkody 04/19/04 09:47AM»> >'>>
Eric:

We revised a couple of answers. Please look at Pages 3, 8, and 9. They refer to 10 CFR 73. Please let
me or Eva know whether these revisions change your previous concureence. Thanks.

Sunil Weerakkody
Chief, Fire Protection

CC: Daniel Dorman; Joseph Shea; Richard Dudley


